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By Evelyn J Hadden

Lesslawn Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Shari Zimmermann (illustrator).
annotated edition. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. The Garden
that Started It All Award-winning author and national speaker Evelyn Hadden began gardening as
a new homeowner in Saint Paul, Minnesota. Desperate for a daily dose of nature, she gradually
transformed her lifeless urban lawn into a lively no-mow paradise. Apprentice to a Garden
chronicles four years of adventures and aha moments in Hadden s first garden, which she fills with
hundreds of woody and herbaceous plants; rocks sized from pebble to table-top; and a home-made
pergola. As the street recedes from view, flora and fauna become the focus. Garden rooms take
shape. That mysterious, gratifying bond between gardener and site evolves. Part essay and part
memoir, this beginner s journey of awe, despair, and hilarity will bring back memories for
experienced gardeners wherever they live and will smooth the way for those just starting down their
own garden paths. Seasonal chapters chronicle the work and events in the garden, while more
philosophical chapters ponder lessons learned there, including Not All Loves Last, Beauty is an
Opinion, and Nature Includes Humans. This updated and...
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A superior quality pdf along with the font used was intriguing to read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. You may like
how the blogger create this book.
-- Dr . Rylee B er g e-- Dr . Rylee B er g e

This book is great. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like how the blogger compose this book.
-- Pink Ha ley-- Pink Ha ley
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